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Bug a Boo
Designed by Hilary Gooding
Quilt Size 94 x 117cms (37″ x 46″)

Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions
Fabric

Amount

First Cut

Second Cut

Blue Scribble
(782/B)

1 metre

Cut a piece 27" x 36" (scribbles running parallet to the
27" width)

Centre Panel

Cut one strip 1½" x 39"

Corner Posts

Sub-cut eight 1½" x 4"
rectangles

Position

Cut two strips 1½” x 39” Sub-cut eight 1½” x 6”
rectangles
Border (778/1)

1 metre

Cut four identical 6"
wide strips. See photo.

Cut two 27" borders
Cut two 36" borders

Borders

Panel (785/1)

One

Cut out the eight picture Use floral patches for
panels. NB See
appliqué pieces for Snail (W)
Pockets Step #1 below. and Butterfly (G)

Pockets
Appliqué

Yellow Bug Rings
(783/Y)

50 x 115 cm

Cut five 2" wide strips

Binding

Cut four 2” squares

Corner Posts

Use templates for Birdhouse (C), Bee (U) and Daisy
centre (A)

Appliqué
Toys

Green Gingham
(918/G5)

50 x 115 cm

See Pockets Step #2 below

Pocket Linings

Red Spraytime
2800/R06)

Fat Quarter

Use templates for Ladybird (T), Toadstool (T), Butterfly
(F), Dragonfly (E), Bird Breast (L) and Wings (M), and
Birdhouse Roof (D)

Appliqué
Toys

Lime Green
Spraytime
(2800/G36)

Fat Quarter

Cut two strips 1½" wide

Corner Posts

Mid Green Spraytime Fat Quarter
(2800/G05)

Sub-cut eight 1½” x 4” and
eight 1½” x 2" rectangles

Use templates for Frog (Y) and Leaves (P, Q and R)

Appliqué
Toys

Cut two ⅝" wide diagonal strips for ¼" bias binding
flower stems

Appliqué
Toys

Use templates for Leaves (P, Q and R) and Frog’s Legs
(Z/ZR)
Brown Spraytime
(2800/V57)

27 x 25 cm

Cut a rectangle which is 1" wide at the top 1½" wide at
the bottom and 10½"" long

Appliqué

Black Spraytime
(2800/X01)

27 x 25 cm

Use templates for Butterfly Body (E), Ladybird Spots
(H), Flower Centre (A) and Birdhouse Hole (A).

Appliqué
Toys

Orange Spraytime
(2800/N06)

27 x 25 cm

Use templates for Snail (X), Large Flower ((B), Bird (K)
and Butterfly spots ((H)

Appliqué
Toys

Cream Spraytime
(2800/Q03)

27 x 25 cm

Use templates for Daisy Petals (N), Toadstool Spots (H) Appliqué
and Stalk (X), Dragonfly (J) and Bee Wings (V), and
Toys
Frog’s Eyes (G)

Mini Labels (779/1)

1.40 metres

Optional Extras

Tear-away stabilizer, fusibles, squeakers for toys, toy stuffing

Backing

Convert the Birdhouse Hole to a flap by fusing 2 black circles together and attaching at the
top only. Appliqué a bird cut from scraps behind the flap.
Important: If you are planning to make the toys, remember to include the circular and elliptical backgrounds when
cutting out the template shapes. They can be any fabric you fancy.
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Sewing Instructions
All piecing seams are ¼"

Pockets
1. Cut out the pockets leaving a ¼” seam along the top and sides but allowing as much fabric along the bottom edge
as possible.
2. Lay all these pieces face down on the green Gingham fabric, right sides together. Pin the two layers securely
together.
3. Cut out the pocket linings using the pockets as your templates.
4. Lay these pinned pockets on your batting, pin and cut out generously around the edges.
5. Using the edge of the pockets as your guide sew a ¼” seam through all three layers along the sides and top of the
pockets only. Leave the bottom edges open.
6. Trim away all the batting very carefully from the seam allowance on the sides and top and trim it to the bottom
edge of the pocket and lining.
7. Turn the pockets to the right side, gently easing the corners out.
8. Quilt the pockets by hand or machine.
9. Now turn the bottom edges under to the back along the seam line and pin, then tack in place.
10. The pockets will be added at the very end.
Centre Panel Background Appliqué
1. Use your favourite appliqué method whether it is by hand or machine.
2. Bear in mind that a child’s quilt tends to be washed quite often so your pieces need to be well attached. If you are
using a fusible to hold the pieces in place you might want to consider using a product like Heat-n-Bond Ultra which
is a ‘no-sew’ fusible and designed for work which will be washed often. This is particularly useful on small pieces
like the spots on the Ladybird and Toadstool. In which case you will not need to satin stitch the edges.
3. Prepare all your pieces from the templates given.
Important All templates have been mirrored ready to be traced. They are given actual size. They
do NOT include seam allowances. If you wish to use the turned under method you must please add a
seam allowance to each piece.
4. Make two long ¼" wide bias strips.

Appliqué Layout

Pockets in place

5. Lay out all the appliqué pieces as shown in the photo.
6. Lay the pockets on top and check that you are happy with the layout - this is your chance to move the pieces so
that you have as much or as little of the flowers and bugs showing from behind the pockets.
7. When you are happy with the layout pin or baste all your appliqué pieces securely in place.

TIP At this point it is a good idea to take a photo of your layout if you can. At least make a rough
sketch showing where each different pocket is going to be sewn later.
8. Use your preferred method to appliqué the pieces. Do not sew on the pockets - put them to one side.
TIP I strongly advise using a tear-away stabilizer behind your work if you are machine
appliqueing your pieces. This will prevent any distortion of the shapes when sewing on the bias.
9. Remove the stabilizer if you have used it.
10. Give the panel a careful pressing.
Corner Posts
1. Take the four 2" square yellow fabric squares and the eight green 2” x 1½” rectangles.
2. Sew a green 2" x 1½" rectangle to the top and bottom of each yellow square. Press the seams away from the
centre.
3. Now sew a 4" x 1½" green rectangle to the sides of each unit from Step 2. Press towards green fabric.
4. Sew a 4” x 1½” blue rectangle to the top and bottom of the green and yellow units. Press outwards.
5. Finally sew the 6" x 1½" rectangles to the sides of the units from Step 4. Press outwards.
6. The Corner Post units should measure 6" square.
Assembling the Quilt top
1. Sew two of the corner posts to the ends of the two 27" long border strips. Press the seams under the
Corner posts.
2. Sew the two 36” border strips to the left and right sides of the centre panel. Press the seam to the centre.
3. Sew the Border strips with the Corner Posts to the top and Bottom of the quilt top. Make sure you have the border
strips facing the same way as the side strips. Press the seams to the centre.
Sandwiching and Quilting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lay the backing fabric out on a large flat surface with the right side facing down.
Lay the batting over this and smooth out any wrinkles or bumps.
Place the quilt top on the batting.
Use your favourite method of securing the layers together - hand basting, pins, tacks, spray baste, etc.
Hand or machine quilt.
TIP Make sure you quilt an even amount over the whole quilt or you will have wavy edges and the
quilt will not lie flat.

6. Trim all the excess batting and backing fabric back to the edge of the quilt top.
Double (French) Binding
1. Join all the binding strips into one long piece using mitred seams. This spreads the thickness of the seams away
from just one spot.
2. Fold the strip in half lengthwise,wrong sides together. Press flat.
3. Sew the binding to the quilt sandwich using a ¼" seam and lining the cut edges of the folded binding up with the
edge of the sandwich.
4. Turn the folded edge of the binding to the back of the sandwich and hand stitch in place.
The Pockets
1. Refer to your photo or sketch and place the pockets. Make sure they are all level with the edges of the quilt.
2. Pin securely in place then sew them on. Strengthen the top edges by back stitching.
Congratulations on finishing the quilt.
It will be treasured first as a quilt and a game and then as a toy storage wall hanging.

Toys
As an optional extra you might like to make some toys to hide in the pockets as a game. The toys can be
double-sided or have a plain back.
The Ladybird and the Snail can be created without a background circle. The Ladybird legs are pieces of cord.
The Butterfly and Dragonfly will need larger circle backgrounds or elliptical ones.
The Daisy and Orange Flower - smaller templates are given to fit the 5" circlular backgrounds.
1. Use the templates to appliqué the shapes onto 5" diametre circles of fabric. Don’t forget to use tear-away
stabilizer behind if you are machine appliquéing. Gently remove the stabilizer when you are done.
2. Cut two 4½" diametre circles of batting and lay them in the centre on the wrong side of one of the
appliquéed circles. Cover with the second circle, right side facing up.
3. Pin and baste ¾ of the way around the circles.
4. Carefully insert, between the layers of batting, a small amount of toy stuffing inside at the bottom and sides of the
toy.
5. Now put the squeaker in. Put another small piece of stuffing at the top of the circle. The toy should now have
batting over the squeaker and stuffing all around it.
TIP The squeakers are replacement squeakers for pet toys. I got mine off eBay.
6. Baste the last section of the circles together.
7. Satin stitch around the circle using a zigzag stitch set at about #3 stitch width and #0.4 length.
TIP Some machines have a foot which is designed for edge overlocking. Bernina #2 Overlock
Foot, Janome Overlock Foot and Pfaff Adjustable Overcast Foot are all designed to stitch over
the edge of fabric.
8. Now set your machine at zigzag stitch width #4 and stitch length #0.3 and sew a second row of satin stitching all
around the edge of the toy.
9. Butterfly and Dragonfly: replace the circle instructions for the ellipse background.
10. Ladybird and Snail: assemble the parts. Insert the Ladybird legs before basting the layers together, then follow
the instructions from Step #3 above.
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BUGS

by The Henley Studio
from makoweruk +44(0)1491 579727 www.makoweruk.com

*778/1 BORDER

777/1 LABELS

*779/1 BLOCKS

(not to scale each picture actual size 4”x 4”)

780/Q SCATTER

780/G SCATTER

780/B SCATTER

783/P RINGS

*783/Y RINGS

783/R RINGS

918/P3 GINGHAM

918/Y GINGHAM

*782/B DOODLE

782/P DOODLE

781/Q FLOWER

781/P FLOWER

918/R6 GINGHAM

918/B4 GINGHAM

*918/G5 GINGHAM

*785/1 PANEL

(20% OF ACTUAL SIZE) EACH PANEL 24" / 60cms

Peek - a- Boo by Hilary Gooding
Finished size 37" x 46" (94 x 117cms)

